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Through the review and the analysis of overseas economic correlation industrial 
shift theory, the article has constructed the occurrence mechanism of this one 
economic phenomenon as industry transfer between relevance region initially, and has 
expounded the correlation factor which affect the operating mechanism and driving 
force of industrial shift as well as industry  shift occurs, has discussed  the influence 
of industry shift to the economic growth of the relevance region, and has analysed 
several problem of the practice that industry shift in Chinese. Base on this, from the 
unbalanced economy development problem of different region in china at present, 
take Fujian as a example to analyse the significant effect that industry shift to 
relevance region especially the economic development of purpose region. 
In the study about the problem of industry shift and Fujian region economy 
develops,from the relation between foreign capital' entering since the reform and open 
policy came into effect and Fujian region economy  rapidly grows at the same 
time,the article has demonstrated the effect that industry shift bring to the grow of 
Fujian economy taking foreign  invest and Hongkong，Macau,Taiwan invest as the 
main body.And from the present situation that foreign capital enters Fujian, this article 
is empirical analysis about the factors what influence Fujian to attract foreign capital 
and simultaneously analysis the condition that Fujian accetps industry shift at the 
same time. 
The article indicatives that actively accept the industry that comes from outside 
Fujian is a very important reason for Fujian  region economy growed constantly and 
rapidly in the past，and thinks that now Fujian is in a advantageous environment 
speeding up industry shift between Fujian and other region as well as inside Fujian,by 
its Fujian can accelerate region economy growth, upgrade industrial structure and the 
region economic equilibrium development. The government also can produce active 
effect at the same time in thinking that though industry shift mainly is that one kind of 
market behavior,so the relevance government can act as active role to promote 
industry shift in Fujian, for this purpose, the article also put forward the concrete 
proposal. 
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